CCNC Motivational
Interviewing (MI)
Resource Guide
“Everybody’s motivated about something”
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Introduction
“Motivational Interviewing is a collaborative, goal-oriented style of communication
with particular attention to the language of change. It is designed to strengthen
personal motivation for and commitment to a specific goal by eliciting and
exploring the person’s own reasons for change within an atmosphere of
acceptance and compassion.”
Miller and Rollnick (2012)

Since 2011, Motivational Interviewing (MI) has been a key focus within CCNC –
engaging, educating, and empowering the patients we serve is a core value.
Each network has MI Champions who are focused on supporting the continuing
roll-out of MI into the networks. As a part of that effort, the MI Champions have
developed this MI Resource Guide specific to CCNC Care Managers.
You will have an introduction to MI in the Clinical Care Team Orientation at
CCNC central office, but we suggest you do some pre-learning as soon as you
begin work as a Care Manager. Reviewing the Principles and Spirit sections in
this Guide and reviewing the article in the Appendix, “Dancing not Wrestling” are
great ways to begin this journey. Your supervisor and MI Champions should be
able to help orient you and explain basic skills even before any formal training.
There are web-based resources and other tools embedded in this Guide which
can also help.
We know that attending a one-day training is a step in the right direction, but that
it takes time for MI to become a part of how we operate. MI is not “just one more
thing to learn,” but is a way of doing care management more effectively, leading
to more sustained patient outcomes and less care manager burn-out. It’s a
freeing feeling to realize that a health behavior change is not up to you as the
care manager but is in fact up to the patient.
There are many tools and techniques included within this guide. Don’t feel like
you have to use them all, but pick and choose what works best for you. Enjoy!
 CCNC Central Office Clinical Leadership
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The Spirit of MI

The Spirit of MI
“People may not remember what you say, but
they remember how you made them feel.”

The “Spirit” of Motivational Interviewing
 Partnership
o MI is a collaborative partnering with patients
o See the patient as the expert on themselves
o Ask for permission
o Avoid premature focus
o Focuses on mutual understanding versus the care manager being right
 Acceptance/Autonomy/Absolute Worth
o The care manager is a guide, but the patient must make their own
decisions to change
o Respect patient autonomy – whether or not they change
o Inform and encourage choices without judgment
o See ambivalence as normal
 Compassion
o Genuine care and concern
o Understand and validate the struggle
 Evocation
o Instead of telling patients what to do, MI evokes the patient’s own
motivation and resources for change
o Trust patient to be motivated for something
o Asking versus telling
o Avoid expert trap

You may not remember all of the processes and techniques of MI, but if you
incorporate the Spirit of MI in all of your interactions with patients, you would
have gone a long way in making a difference.
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Key Principles

Key Principles
“People are usually better persuaded by the reasons
which they have themselves discovered than by those
which have come into the minds of others.”
- Blaise Pascal

1) EXPRESS EMPATHY: Understand where the patient is and then convey your
understanding to them. Guide people to understand and listen to themselves.
 Acceptance facilitates change.
 Skillful reflective listening is the essence of motivational interviewing (the concept
and practice the clinician can return to over and over again).
 Ambivalence is normal and a critical element for all human growth.
“Those are a lot of medications. I can see how it would be hard
to keep all that straight.”
“What you are saying is really important to me, tell me more
about__________.”
“Okay, I hear you…I would like to back up a bit. What do you
think about talking about what concerns you the most about
your condition?”
2) DEVELOP DISCREPANCY: Change is motivated by a perceived discrepancy between
present behavior by a patient and their important goals and values. Developing
discrepancy should be done in a non-judgmental way.
Common techniques used to create or develop discrepancies include:





Asking the patient to look into the future and imagine a changed life under certain
conditions (i.e., condition is well managed) or to look into the past and recall
periods of better functioning.
Ask the patient to consider the worst possible scenario resulting from not
changing behavior or the best possible consequences resulting from trying to
change. Reflect any movement toward change.
Ask questions about behaviors that don’t support goals set by the patient.
Present discrepancies as legitimate conflicts or mixed experiences rather than as
contradictions or judgments that prove patient has a problem.
Use clear and articulate statements that capture the divergent elements a patient
has said. Integrate the patient’s specific
discrepant statements using a supportive,
non-judgmental tone.

“On one hand I hear you saying that you would
like to walk your grandson to the bus stop in the
mornings, and on the other hand you said it is
hard for you to get up in the morning if you
haven’t been taking your medications regularly.”
“It may be that the freedom to do ________ is so important to you right now that you
are willing to deal with the consequences, no matter how severe.” (Clinician’s tone is
validating patient’s right to choose.)
“As I listen to you reflect on what challenges you will face if you make changes in
______________, I am curious what strength you believe you showed the last time
you faced sudden, unexpected changes.”
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3) ROLL WITH RESISTANCE: The resistance or disconnect a person offers can be turned
or reframed slightly to create a new momentum toward change. The object that is in
motion here, expressed as resistance, is not a person but a perception. So, roll, flow
with it; no need to oppose.
 Avoid arguing for change (unnecessary stress for you and stress for the patient).
 It is a signal to RESPOND DIFFERENTLY, slow down…listen...breathe.
 New perspectives are offered—with patient permission—but not imposed.
 Remember and rest in the fact that the patient is the PRIMARY RESOURCE in
finding answers and solutions. Validate and express empathy.
“It is hard to imagine how I could possibly
understand.”
“It sounds like you have tried before and it
hasn’t worked for you.”
“On the one hand, it seems you recognize
there are some real problems here I’m trying to
help with, and on the other hand, what I am
suggesting is just not acceptable for you right
now.”
4) SUPPORT SELF-EFFICACY: It refers to a person’s belief in his or her ability to carry
out a task and succeed. It is a key element for change and can be a good predictor of
treatment outcome. It is the hope that the patient holds that there is a possibility for
change.
 A person’s belief in the possibility of change or even a willingness to contemplate
a different vision for themselves is a powerful motivator.
 It is the person, not the care manager, that will choose which change to make
and will carry it out. Each person is an expert in his or her own life. The care
manager offers a possibility which may or may not fit where the person needs or
desires to be.
 The care manager’s BELIEF in the person’s ability to change, move, consider
new possibilities is a powerful resource for the patient to choose to utilize and
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
 Confidence is a predictor of change.
“What is it about you that can help move you towards
taking the next step in making this change?”
“May we take things one step at a time? If so, what do
you think is the first step?”
“May I share with you what others have taught me? There is a variety of possibilities
that people have used successfully to deal with what you are facing. (Share the
information after permission is granted). Which of these do you prefer or speaks to
you? Which do you think may work best for you?”
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Four Processes and
Practical StageBased Techniques
Four Processes and
Practical Stage-based
Techniques

MI Processes
1) Engaging – empathetic listening
2) Focusing – targeting change
3) Evoking – client’s ideas
4) Planning – getting to change
* Change is a process, not an event. There are different stages
along the change continuum. Where a patient is on the continuum
determines what process and what interventions make the most
sense. Oftentimes the processes overlap, so use what works with
a given patient at a given time.
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Engaging
Relational Foundation – establishing a helpful connection and
working relationship
Goal:
 Establish rapport and build trust
 Focus more on process vs. outcome
o Key: health care provider empathy is a predictor of consumer
success
o May be too early to focus on desired health change; invite
interim goals
 Orient provider to patient’s concerns and patient to provider’s role
and function
 Promote patient’s buy in and agreement to process, structure, and
limits

Techniques:
1) Rapport-Building
2) OARS
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Rapport Building (1st Contact)
 Welcome and “settle” in the patient
 Ask about patient’s concerns and priorities/understand their perspective
 Fit the assessment into the interview – conversational vs.
question/answer
 Be honest regarding any limitations; clarify role as care manager
 Review plan for next session
“As we have about 15 minutes together, I’d
like to be sure to understand what brings you
here and what you would like to be sure we
accomplish today.”

Rapport-Building (Follow-up Contact)
 Start with casual conversation
 Let patient know your goals for the visit; ask what they want to cover
 Follow up from last visit
 Review plan for next time
“Last time we talked about your concerns about how smoking might be
affecting your child’s health. What would you like to focus on today?”
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Evocative and inviting
Can’t be answered with “yes” or “no”
Probing (rely on your curiosity)
o “Explain”
o “Tell me about”
o “Say more about”
o “Clarify”
o “How,” “what” vs. “are,” “do,” “did”
and “could”



Recognizes and reinforces success
o Key: needs to be expressed with
genuineness
Offers perspective in face of difficulties
Expresses optimism
Sees any progress as progress
“It takes a lot of strength to go through all
you have been through.”

OARS

Open-ended
questions

Affirmations

Reflective
Listening











Mirrors what patient is saying
States what the patient is meaning
Shows collaboration and equity
Should be done frequently – try to offer two
reflections for every question you ask



Lets patient know you’re listening and
understanding
Pulls together and links relevant
information
Allows patients to hear their own
motivations and ambivalence
Helps to clarify any disordered thinking or
communication
Helps to bridge and transition between
topics
Focuses on priority content and feelings

(see example
reflection stems
on next page)




Summaries
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MI Reflection Stems




























Sounds like…
You’re saying that…
You’re feeling like…
This has been totally _______ for you.
Almost as if…
Like a…
For you, it’s a matter of…
From your point of view…
You…
You are…
Must be…
You really …
Through your eyes…
You believe…
Your concern is that…
Your fear is that…
It seems that…
You’re not terribly excited about…
You’re not much concerned about…
This really…
It is so…
You feel so…
It’s really important to you that...
You’re not really…
You feel as though…
What I heard you say was…
Empathy is saying more than the client said but not more than the client
meant.
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Focusing
Strategic Focus – develop and maintain a specific direction in the
conversation about change
Goal:
 Clarify patient’s priorities and readiness
 Use more of a following and guiding vs. directive approach
 Collaborate on the conversation
 Avoid ‘premature focus’ in areas of patient ambivalence
Techniques:
1) Agenda Mapping
2) Brief Action Plan
3) Giving Information in MI/ using an Elicit-Provide-Elicit model
4) Identifying Patient Goals/Priorities
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Agenda Mapping
Sample Agenda Map
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Template Agenda Map
Fill in the circles with possible patient goals—leaving 2 or 3
blanks.
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Brief Action Plan
The Eight Clinical Competencies of BAP: Three Questions and Five Skills
BAP is organized around three core questions and ﬁve skills delivered with the Spirit of
MI. The ﬂow chart displayed in Figure 1 presents an overview of the key elements.
The three questions are highlighted in blue and the ﬁve skills are shown in yellow and
green. The three questions and the yellow skills are applied during every BAP
interaction, while green skills are used when clinically indicated.
Evidence has informed each question and skill in BAP. The explanations in this paper
provide a brief overview of the rationale for each step and examples of commonly
occurring clinical scenarios. Cited references provide interested readers with links to the
evidence base for each competency

Figure 1. Brief Action Planning Flow Chart
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Giving Information in MI**
 Ask for permission
o “Can I share some information that might explain the difficulty
you’re having sleeping?”
 Tie information or advice to patient’s
concerns
o “You talked about your concerns
about your breathing, would it be
okay if…”
 Ask most helpful way to show and
interpret data
o e.g., numbers, pictures, metaphors
 Offer menu of options
 Check for patient understanding and reaction

** Giving information in MI can be very effective but should be done with
caution. Remember that the patient is the expert on themselves. The model
above incorporates an Elicit/Provide/Elicit (or Ask/Tell/Ask) model. This is a
very effective way to give information that is consistent with MI Spirit.
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Establishing the ‘Patient Dilemma’
 Ask about your patient’s goals or priorities.
o “If you could change something, what you hope could be different
with your health?”
 Focus on specific positive impact or consequence/physical symptom
patient has identified as being undesirable.
o “You mention not liking the feeling
of being out of breath. What if we
talk about that?”
 Strategically use Open-Ended Questions to
focus on good things about changing/
consequences of not changing.
 Use Reflectively Listening Skills carefully to highlight benefits/
consequences.
 Give permission to consider incremental change goals.
o “What small step might you consider?”

Patient’s Dilemma



Patient’s Goals/Values

Possible Consequences
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Evoking
Eliciting and explore the patient’s motivation for change
Change Talk-any client speech that favor’s change
Goal:
 Use OARS skills to explore patient’s motivation, goals and ideas/their
own reasons to change
 Identify and resolve barriers to change
 Focus on past successes
 Understand impact of significant others
 Preparation –specific steps, dates, supports, resources etc.
Techniques:
1) Questions to Evoke/Hypotheticals
2) Readiness Rulers
3) Responding to Change Talk
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Evoking Technique: Exploring Pros and Cons

Advantages of
Changing Behavior
o “What are some reasons to cut
back?”
o “What good things about
changing can you name?”
o “What benefits of making a
change now can you see?”
o “How has your primary care
provider said your health would
be better?”

Intention to Act
o “What would a small step look
like?”
o “When do you think you could
start?”
o “What would the next step be for
you?”
o “Who could help you with your
goal? How can I help you with
your goal?”
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Consequences of Not
Changing Behavior
o “What concerns you about not
cutting back?”
o “What symptoms would you not like
to continue/get worse?”
o “What ways does this cause
difficulty in your relationships to
other people?”
o “What has your primary care
provider talked about that concerns
you?”

Optimism About the
Future
o “How would your future be better if
you cut back?”
o “How could making a change
improve your life? Your
relationships?”
o “What benefits in the next part of
your life can you see?”

Using Readiness Rulers
Importance: How important is the behavior change to me?

+

>

READINESS

Confidence: How confident am I that I can make the change?

USING RULERS
Ask, "On a scale from zero to ten, how important is it to you to [target change]
where zero is not at all important, and ten is extremely important? Follow up: And
why are you at ___ and not [one number lower]? What might happen that could
move you from ____ to [one number higher]?
The follow-up is to ask “How confident you are that you could __________” and
follow up with the same scale. Ask “How could I be helpful to increase your
confidence?”

Intervention Approaches: Building Readiness
Enhancing Importance
• Assess knowledge/understanding
• Information/Education
• Point to consequences (linked to patient's priorities)

Building Confidence
•
•
•
•
•

Find previous successes
Establish small goals
Use affirmations
Identify barriers/problem-solvee
Find social support
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Responding to Change Talk
When you hear Change Talk, don’t just sit there…you should
be all EARS:
 Explore
o “What other benefits can you think of?”
o “What else could you do if you felt better?”
 Affirm
o “It’s great that you are talking about making that step.”
o “You’ve done hard things before; it seems you can accomplish
things once you decide.”

 Reflect
o “So making this change could really affect your goal of your
child’s asthma being better controlled.”

 Summarize
o “You listed a lot of reasons to change. I heard…”
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Planning
Bridge to change – developing commitment to change and
formulating a concrete plan of action

Goal:
 Clarify when someone is willing, able, and ready. Look for:
o Increase in amount/strength of Change Talk
o Diminished Sustain Talk
o Taking steps
o Questions about change
 Focus less on whether and why and more about how
 Collaborate on incremental goals
 Develop a plan that includes adequate structure,
accountability, benchmarks and rewards
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Change Plan Worksheet
The change I want to consider is:

My main goals in making this change are:

These are some possible obstacles to change and how I could handle
them:
Possible Obstacles:
How to respond:

I plan to do these things to accomplish my goals:
Specific Action
When?

Other people could help me with change in these ways:
Person
Possible ways to help:

I will know that my plan is working when I see these results:

Motivational Interviewing: Second Edition
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Miller and Rollnick, 2002

Setting Goals: Plan Smart
S – Specific
M – Measureable
A – Attainable
R – Realistic
T – Timely
“Don’t set out to build a wall. Just focus
on laying a brick as best you can.”
-Will Smith

BAP Follow-Up

Figure 4: Follow-Up
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Conversation Flow
and Sample
Questions
Conversation Flow

and Sample Questions

MI Conversation Flow/Roadmap
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Sample MI Questions and Statements
Statements for Reflective Listening (Express Empathy)


“You’re feeling uncomfortable with your ___________.”



“You are angry with/about ___________.”



“You’ve tried to do ___________ before, and it has not worked for you.”



“You are frustrated with trying to ___________.”



“So, if I understand you so far, you ___________.”



“I can see how you might feel ___________ at this point.”



“_______________________________________________________”

Statements and Questions to Develop Discrepancy


“You have said that you know ___________ is the best choice but that it won’t fit
your lifestyle. What are some of your concerns about fitting ___________ into your
current lifestyle?”



“What is it about your ___________ that others
may see as reasons for concern?”



“What would be the good things about your
child/baby/you being/having ___________?”



“How has ___________ stopped you from doing
what you want to do?”



“How do you feel about ___________?”



“The fact that you are sharing with me indicates that you are interested in learning
about ___________. Why do you want to learn about ___________?”



“What makes you think that you need to make a change?”



“If things worked out exactly as you like, what would be different?”



“If you decided to change, what do you think would work for you?”



“What concerns do you have about making changes?”



“What things make you think that this is a problem?”
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“What difficulties have you encountered trying to change your ___________?”



“_______________________________________________________”

Statements and Questions to Roll with Resistance


“It’s ok if you don’t think any of these ideas will work for you, perhaps you’ve been
thinking about something that might work instead.”



“Ultimately, it is your decision. So, what would you like to try?”



“You are right. I am concerned about your
___________, but you are the one in
control.”



“You’re feeling uncomfortable with your
___________.”



“I don’t understand everything you are going
through, but if you want to share what
you’ve tried, maybe together we can find
something that could work for you.”



“Would you like to talk about some ideas that have worked for others and use what
works for you?”



“_______________________________________________________”

Questions to Support Self-efficacy


“How important is this to you?”



“How much do you want to ___________?”



“How confident are you that you can make this change?”



“What encourages you that you can ___________, if you want to?”



“I know that it seems like such an uphill battle to ___________, but now that we’ve
discussed some options that have worked for other participants, which ones sound
like the best fit for you?”
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“It sounds like you want to continue to ___________. What personal strengths do
you have that will help you succeed? Who could offer helpful support so you can
continue to ___________?”



“_______________________________________________________”

Statements and Questions for Reinforcing Positive Change-talk and
New Behaviors


“That sounds like a good idea.”



“That’s a very good point.”



“You are very considerate of how your decisions affect other people.”



“I can see that it’s important to you to be a good parent.”



“You’ve really changed the way you ___________. How do you feel about that?”



“_______________________________________________________”

WIC Learning Online: Sample MI Questions and Statements
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Sample Questions to Engage PPL Patients
1. “Is it ok to ask some questions to get to know you better before we focus
on your current situation?” If ok, “Can you tell me a little about yourself,
such as who you live with, how you spend your days and what are your
interests?”
2. “How is your (name main medical illness) affecting you today?”
3. “What makes you feel worried, tense, sad, scared or forgetful?”
4. “Can you tell me who you see for your health problems?” Get details.
5. “Can you tell me who helps you when you are sick?”
6. “Tell me about whether you have difficulty in getting the health care that
you need.”
7. “Is there a symptom that affects your quality of life? If so – what? How
does it affect you?”
8. What things did I not ask about you that you think are important?”
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Sample MI Transitional Care Script

By Rebecca Harris, RN, TC, CM

Hello, my name is ___________. I work with a program called Community Care Plan of
Eastern North Carolina. We work with your Carolina Access II Medicaid Insurance and
along with your Primary Care Provider _____________, and the hospital. The doctor
that is taking care of you wanted me to drop by to meet you while you are here in the
hospital. Community Care Plan is an important part of the Medicaid Program here in
NC. Our program consists of a team of Nurse Care Managers, Pharmacists, and Social
Worker Care Managers who can help you understand how to better take care of
yourself once you go home from the hospital. Our goal is to make sure you are getting
the best care possible. Case Management is a part of your Medicaid plan.
Can you share with me what concerns/questions you might have today? ________, our
Nurse Case Manager, can help you with ________ (repeat back to patient) when you
are discharged from the hospital.
I would like to confirm your address and the phone number we can reach you at when
you leave the hospital. Is there any other number we can have in case of emergency?
When is the best time for us to call you?
I would like to leave some Educational Materials with you about our services. I will have
our Nurse Care Manager/Social Worker Care Manager call you when you are
discharged from the hospital. If you think of anything else before you are discharged,
please feel free to call me. My number is on the back of the card at the bottom. (If
patient already has a CM, can add CM name and number here also.) Thank you very
much for allowing me to speak with you today.
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Advance Care Planning Script

What is it?
Advance care planning is making decisions about the care you would want to receive if
you happen to become unable to speak for yourself. These are your decisions to make,
regardless of what you choose for your care, and the decisions are based on your
personal values, preferences and discussions with your loved ones.

Where are we now and where do we want to be?
As a network we ask questions regarding advance care
planning to approximately 25% of our patients. If you have a
case load of 60 patients, this means 15 patients have been
asked about advanced care planning. We are hoping to
achieve a modest increase to 35% which would calculate to 5
additional patients each month or approximately 1 per week.
How do we get there?
By asking three simple questions:

1. If you were unable to speak for yourself, who would make your healthcare
decisions for you?

2. Thinking about the future, what are your thoughts about having your healthcare
decisions put in writing?

3. We have someone on staff that is willing to talk with you about this process, how
do you feel about them calling you?
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Why is it important?
Advance care planning keeps the patient involved in medical decisions, both now and in
the future, whether they are healthy or have an illness. Advance care planning is
especially important when a patient becomes so unwell that they can no longer speak
for themselves, because, having created a plan in advance, the doctors and family can
understand how they would like to be cared for. Research also shows patients who
participate in advance care planning are more likely to utilize palliative and hospice
care, plus data has recorded a decrease in Medicaid/Medicare cost.

How do I make a referral?
Simply send a referral to social work via outlook or CMIS.
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Chronic Pain Intervention Model
Brief Motivational Interviewing Oriented
Primary Care Chronic Pain Counseling Model
Pain Stages of Change Model:
 Precontemplation stage: not motivated to
adopt self-management skills;
 Contemplation stage: thinking about it;
 Preparation stage: planning to change
and are already trying some (parts) of the
skills;
 Action stage: actively learning to engage in self-management; and
 Maintenance stage: working to stabilize the new behavior pattern

Assessing Pain Patients’ Readiness to Change with regards to:
 Exercise & physical conditioning (stretching, walking, swimming, yoga,
etc.)
 Relaxation techniques (deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation,
biofeedback, guided imagery, meditation, tai chi and yoga, sleep hygiene).
Relaxation is a skill which gets better with practice; can also help chronic
pain sufferers to improve their ability to sleep. (Winterowd et al, 2003)
 Maintaining daily activities (housework, cooking, attending family events,
shopping, etc.) Chronic pain sufferers often get into an over- and
underactivity cycle where they do more activity on their “good days” when
their pain is lower, but then they spend a day or more resting and
recovering from their burst of activity which has flared up their pain. Pacing
techniques aim to spread activities evenly over the day and week so that
flare ups in pain are minimized and the pain sufferer can gradually
increase the amount of activity performed. (Nicholas et al, 2000)
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 Medication use (They see medication as only one part of a larger pain
management program; they follow the prescription and wish to use only
the minimal amount necessary. Or, do they use medication without the use
of any other self-management techniques? Are they taking only prn; are
they taking medications in excess of the prescribed dose; are they
resistant to trying non-opiates? Are obtaining medications a main focus in
their life?)

Step One: Assess the Pain Patient’s Beliefs about Each of the Above SelfManagement Techniques:
 Open-ended question: “How do you feel about ______ as a way to
manage pain?”
o This activity would not be
helpful to manage pain.
(precontemplation)
o They are uncertain that this
activity could be helpful to
manage pain. (contemplation)
o They believe it would be helpful and would like to do it. (preparation)
o They are already participating in this activity and are starting to
believe that it’s helpful. (action)
 Frequency and period of time using it is less than six months
o It’s already an important part of their self-management regimen and
has now become a part of their lifestyle. (maintenance)
 Frequency and period of time using it is more than six months
o Used to do this, but no longer. (relapse)
 Use Open-Ended Questions, Affirmation, Reflection and Summary (OARS)
o Make reflective statements about what you just heard them say.
o Use affirmations to support what they are already successfully doing.
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Step Two: Use Importance & Confidence Scales:
 From 0-10, how important do you feel
that this activity is to helping manage
the pain? (Ex. patient answers “5.”
What would it take to get you closer to
10?)
 From 0-10, how confident do you feel
that you can engage in this activity and
maintain it? (Ex. patient answers “5.” What would it take to get you closer
to 10?)
 Summarize your understanding of how important and confident they feel
about each of the above behaviors.
Step Three: Provide Feedback and Appropriate Referrals Using FRAME
F: Feedback: Involves discussing assessment results with the patient and may
include such items as laboratory results, x-rays, PT reports, and/or pain
pharmacology information.
 Use Elicit-Provide-Elicit
 Examples:
o “You said that the only thing that helps is Vicodin, yet your overall
pain remains 8-10. Do you know how Vicodin can worsen pain
overall?” (interdose withdrawal, NMDA hypersensitization, tolerance,
addiction)
o “PT says these stretches would be of help, but you fear that they will
worsen your back problems. Do you understand why PT feels these
stretches can help the type of back pain you have?”
R: Responsibility: Emphasize the patient’s autonomy and need to choose for
himself/herself what is the best course of action.
A: Advice: Based on M and E.
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M: Menu of options of self-management strategies that you and the patient
collaboratively come up with.
 Start with their ideas, ask them to
brainstorm ideas that they might not
yet feel ready to do yet, or what
they’ve heard others with chronic
pain do.
 Refer to the Chronic Pain Resource
list and offer up what has worked for
your other patients.
E: Self-efficacy enhancement strategies.
 Examples:
o Pace changes one-step-at-a-time to promote successful lifestyle
integration.
o Review how they’ve overcome other life adversities.
o Review how they’ve already succeeded with other pain selfmanagement techniques.
o Assess what type of support they need to make the changes:
 Family involvement
 Support groups

Loosely adapted from Preparing for Pain Management: A Pilot Study to Enhance Engagement
Suzanne Habib, et al
The J of Pain, 6:1, 48-54, 2005
RCT. N=78, 2 session MI intervention before offer of pain management workshops, intervention group significantly
more likely to attend workshops (p<.01) b/c they have had someone empathically engage with their beliefs about pain
self-management, better understand its value & feel more confident that they can succeed.
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Overview
This White Paper deﬁnes Brief Action Planning (BAP), describes the eight clinical
competencies to use it effectively, explains the rationale for its development, and
discusses ways to use it in health care and medical education, health care systems, and
Patient Centered Medical Homes. An appendix provides a demonstration clinical
vignette.
What Is BAP?
Brief Action Planning (BAP) is a highly structured, patient-centered, stepped-care,
evidence-informed self-management support (SMS) tool based on the principles and
practice of Motivational Interviewing (MI).
Health care professionals and peers can use BAP in diverse settings to encourage
people to set their own goals to self-manage chronic conditions and adopt healthier
behaviors. Throughout this paper we use clinician to refer to helpers using BAP and
patient to refer to people being helped, recognizing that other terms may be more
commonly used or preferred in different settings.
Using BAP Requires Engagement and the “Spirit of MI”
Effective use of BAP requires that
clinicians ﬁrst engage their
patients by establishing rapport.
Most healthcare professionals do
this already, but some styles of
engagement are more supportive
of self-management and healthy
behavior change. Engagement
and rapport are not sufficient
conditions for behavior change.
The overall approach to care that
most effectively facilitates health
behavior change is described as
the Spirit of Motivational Interviewing (Stott et al, 1995). Four elements comprise Spirit:
Compassion, Acceptance, Partnership, Evocation (sidebar). Using BAP effectively
requires the establishment of basic rapport and maintenance of the Spirit of MI
throughout the entire process.
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The Eight Clinical Competencies of BAP: Three Questions and Five Skills
BAP is organized around three core questions and ﬁve skills delivered with the Spirit of
MI. The ﬂow chart displayed in Figure 1 presents an overview of the key elements.
The three questions are highlighted in blue and the ﬁve skills are shown in yellow and
green. The three questions and the yellow skills are applied during every BAP
interaction, while green skills are used when clinically indicated.
Evidence has informed each question and skill in BAP. The explanations in this paper
provide a brief overview of the rationale for each step and examples of commonly
occurring clinical scenarios. Cited references provide interested readers with links to the
evidence base for each competency.

Figure 1. Brief Action Planning Flow Chart
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Question 1: “Is there anything you would like to do for your health in the next week or
two?”
This broad question elicits a patient’s preferences and desires for behavior change and
functions as a powerful motivator for change. The question encourages the patient’s
interest in personal health or wellness. In some settings a broader question such as “Is
there anything you would like to do about your current situation in the next week or
two?” may be a better ﬁt, or a more speciﬁc question may naturally follow the prior
conversation, such as “about your diabetes, asthma, etc.” Responses to this question
generally take three forms (Figure 1).
1. Have an Idea. A group of patients immediately state something they are ready to
do or consider doing. The content, domain, or depth of the plan itself is far less
important than the critical step of initiating a plan for change and experiencing
the success of carrying the plan to fruition. In order to nurture and maintain
momentum for change, clinicians must acknowledge, respect, and affirm the
patient’s own ideas for change, even if they are small and may not be speciﬁc to
current health issues. This may require a paradigm shift for both the patient and
the clinician. For example, when asked to think of doing something for health, a
patient with diabetes may think of cleaning up his basement. If a clinician seems
disappointed in the plan or pushes for more, they have missed the point.
Research suggests that once a person makes a statement that he or she is
willing to do something, this initial statement of interest usually leads to a
concrete action plan (Locke & Latham, 2002). Having a respectful conversation
can help patients come up with a speciﬁc action plan. Patients who
successfully complete one action plan are more likely to attempt another. For
patients who respond with an idea, clinicians can proceed directly to skill #2,
SMART Behavioral Planning.
2. Not Sure. Another group of patients may want or need suggestions before
committing to something speciﬁc they want to work on. For these patients,
clinicians offer a Behavioral Menu (described below).
3. Not at This Time. A third group of patients may decline interest in making a
change at this time. This could be because they are healthy and don’t need to
make a plan, they have other priorities right now, or their situation is complex.
The speciﬁcs of managing complex situations is beyond the scope of this paper
and requires additional communication skills and motivational approaches.
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Skill 1: Offering a Behavioral Menu
If the response to Question 1 is “I’m not sure,” then offering a Behavioral Menu
(Rollnick, Miller & Butler, 2008) may be helpful. A behavioral menu allows the clinician
to offer some suggestions or ideas that will ideally trigger the patient to discover their
own ideas.
There are three distinct steps to
presentation of a Behavioral Menu
which reﬂect the Spirit of MI:
1. Ask permission to offer a
behavioral menu

Three Steps of a Behavioral Menu
1. Ask permission to share ideas.
“Would it be ok with you if I shared some ideas
that have worked for other patients I work with?
2. Offer several brief suggestions or ideas.
“Some patients I work with have tried to modify
their diet, some have included exercise into their
daily routine, and another patient stopped taking
the elevator.

2. Offer several ideas or
suggestions in differing domains
3. Ask if any of your ideas appeal
to the patient as something that
might work for them, or if the
patient has new ideas of their
own

3. Ask if the patient has his or her own idea.
“Would you like to make a plan around any of
these, or perhaps you have an idea of your own
that would work for you?”

Asking permission respects the patient and avoids putting the clinician in the expert
role, consistent with the Spirit of MI. BAP aims to elicit ideas from individuals
themselves, but some people need or want other ideas to help jumpstart independent
thinking.
An example of how a clinician
might approach offering a
behavioral menu is illustrated in
the sidebar, above.
Some clinicians have found it
helpful to design behavioral
menus with visual prompts
(Rollnick, Miller & Butler, 2008).
These ideas include those
changes others have made as
well as blank choices to elicit
additional changes not listed.
Figure 2. Example of a Healthy Weight Behavioral Menu
One example of a simple visual
behavioral menu is shown in Figure 2.
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Skill 2: SMART Planning
BAP works over the long term by building a person’s sense of self-efficacy or selfconﬁdence through the successful completion of action plans. More speciﬁc plans are
more likely to be followed (Bodenheimer & Handley, 2009). By being very speciﬁc, the
patient understands what success looks like and thinks through the key components of
what needs to happen for success. Patients often identify potential barriers as they work
to specify what action they will take. By ensuring that an action plan is SMART –
speciﬁc, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timed – a clinician can increase the
likelihood that patients will succeed in making the desired change. A common tactic to
gain speciﬁcity is to encourage patients to answer these questions (Lorig et al, 2012):
_____ What?
_____ When?
_____ How much or how long?
_____ How often?
_____ Where?
_____ When will they start?
Patients often beneﬁt from guidance to
be speciﬁc until they have some
experience with goal setting. A brief
example (sidebar) illustrates turning a
vague plan into a SMART plan.

Skill 3: Elicit a Commitment Statement
Once the patient has developed a SMART plan, the clinician asks them to “tell back” the
speciﬁcs of the plan. This process is called elicitation of the commitment statement. The
clinician might say something like, “Just to make sure we understand each other, would
you please tell me back what you’ve decided to do?”
A clear “commitment statement” is a predictor of subsequent behavior change. The
strength of the commitment language is the strongest predictor of success of an action
plan (Aharonovich et al, 2008; Armhein, 2002). For example saying “I will” is stronger
than “I will try.” An example is in the sidebar.
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People are more likely to believe what they
hear themselves say, and are more likely to
resist what they hear others say (Miller &
Rollnick, 2013). Saying the plan out loud
may lead to an unconscious self-reﬂection
about the feasibility of the plan, which sets
the stage for Question #2 of BAP.

Question 2: “On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0
means you are not at all conﬁdent, and 10
means you are very conﬁdent, how
conﬁdent do you feel that you can carry out
your plan?”
After creating a SMART plan and eliciting the commitment statement, the next step is
to assess how conﬁdent patients feel about plans they have made. This scaling
question provides yet another opportunity for any uncertainty to surface. The scale of 0
– 10 allows individuals to quantify their conﬁdence and higher conﬁdence levels are
associated with increased likelihood of success in carrying out the plan (Lorig et al,
2001; Miller & Rollnick, 2013). The word “sure” is often substituted for “conﬁdent.”

Skill 4: Problem Solving for Low
Conﬁdence
Since BAP aims to build selfefficacy, clinicians use methods
to maximize the chances of
successful completion of every
action plan (Lorig et al, 2012).
When a person’s conﬁdence
level is low (<7), the next step in
Brief Action Planning is to
collaboratively problem solve to
make modiﬁcations to the action
plan to increase the chance of
success. Figure 3 and the
sidebar illustrate problem solving
for low conﬁdence.

Figure 3. Steps to problem solve low conﬁdence.
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Patients may address barriers, modify their expectations, or decide that they want to
focus on something else as a result of the problem-solving process.

Question 3: “Would you like to set a speciﬁc
time to check back in with me to see how
things are going with your plan?”
This question or its equivalent reinforces
the idea that the clinician considers the plan
to be important. It also incorporates patient
accountability. People are more likely to do
what they say they will do if they choose to
report back on their progress (Strecher et
al, 1986). This check-back maybe with the
clinicians or a support person of the
patient’s choice. The patient may also plan
to be accountable to themselves by using a
smart phone, calendar or diary.

Skill 5: Follow up
Follow-up communicates
the clinician’s genuine
interest and conveys
acceptance, respect and
concern for the patient’s
health. Providing support
regardless of how
successful the patient has
been in actually completing
the plan can build selfefficacy (Artinian et al
2010). The conversation
during follow-up includes a
discussion of how the plan
went, reassurance and next
steps (Figure 4). The next
step is often a modiﬁcation
of the current BAP or a new BAP.

Figure 4: Follow-Up
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BAP Core Attributes
1. A completed Brief Action Plan has several core attributes:
2. The plan is patient-centered, representing what the patient actually wants to do,
not what the clinician wants them to do.
3. The plan is behaviorally speciﬁc.
4. The patient’s conﬁdence in the plan is 7 or greater on a 0-10 scale.
5. The plan is associated with speciﬁc follow-up.

BAP in Practice
Skilled and experienced clinicians who use BAP routinely report that how often they use
BAP varies considerably from patient to patient, depending on the urgency, complexity,
and severity of the clinical issues at hand; the context of the visit; the amount of time
available; and the speciﬁc desires of the patient. Clinicians who use BAP ﬁnd that the
questions and skills ﬁt naturally into a typical patient encounter once rapport has been
established.

Learning BAP
Training in BAP typically includes introduction to the Spirit of MI, a description of the
process, explanation of the steps, demonstration, practice and feedback. Training can
be conducted via an online course or face-to-face training. Most clinicians require
additional practice and feedback before becoming proﬁcient. Practice can occur on the
telephone since BAP was developed to be used in virtual interactions. Certiﬁcation
through demonstration of skills with a standardized patient and independent rating of
the skills demonstration conﬁrms proﬁciency.

Why Was BAP Developed?
Despite strong evidence supporting the efficacy of MI and efforts to disseminate MI into
healthcare systems, motivating busy clinicians to change the way they speak to patients
about behavior change has been challenging. Many clinicians rightly feel that they do
not have time to have motivational conversations, since it takes time to elicit patient
preferences and have collaborative conversations about goal setting. In addition,
learning MI and ﬁguring out how to incorporate it into a short clinical encounter takes
time, practice, feedback and re-practice.
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BAP evolved because of the need for an efficient and effective tool to facilitate patientcentered goal setting in time-pressured clinical settings. Based on evidence from
multiple theoretical frameworks, including self-management support research,
behavioral psychology, and motivational interviewing, BAP has been tested by many
clinicians in numerous healthcare settings. First developed by Steven Cole in 2002, with
contributions from Damara Gutnick, Connie Davis, and Kathy Reims over the last 10
years, BAP provides a structured approach to behavior change.

How Has BAP Been Used?
Hundreds of clinicians have learned and used BAP in diverse clinical settings with
multiple patients with varying conditions. This includes acute care including emergency
department, home and community care, public health, mental health and substance
use, primary care and specialty care. Peer mentors are also using BAP in community
settings. Several university-based medical training programs integrate BAP education
into core curricula and several large healthcare organizations integrate BAP training and
clinical approaches into routine patient care. Topics addressed include increasing
healthy behaviors such as physical activity, or decreasing unhealthy behaviors such as
a high-fat diet. BAP is ideal for addressing the multiple concerns of patients with chronic
conditions, such as diabetes, depression and asthma.
From a system point of view, organizations adopting BAP decide how they want to use
BAP as a part of their overall self-management strategy, providing training for
designated staff and then designing workﬂows to ensure patients beneﬁt from patientcentered practices. Some organizations focus on physician training; others train all
health care team members including nurse practitioners, physician assistants, nurses,
medical assistants, community health workers and health coaches. Some practices
already designated or working toward designation as Patient-Centered Medical Homes
(PCMH) ﬁnd BAP training helpful for their care teams as they work toward the new selfmanagement support roles and responsibilities inherent in the PCMH model (Cole et al,
2010).

Summary
Brief Action Planning is a highly structured, patient-centered, stepped-care, evidenceinformed self- management support tool based on the principles and practice of
Motivational Interviewing. It can be used to help clinicians build patient self-efficacy for
healthy behavior change and managing chronic illness care. It is useful for clinicians
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interested in providing patient-centered care as described in the Patient Centered
Medical Home.

More Information about Brief Action Planning
Publications
Cole S, Gutnick D, Davis C, Cole M: Brief Action Planning (BAP): A Self-Management
Support Tool. In Bickley L. Bates' Guide to Physical Examination and History
Taking, 11th Edition Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins. Philadelphia, 2013.
Cole S, Bogenschutz M, Hungerford D. Motivational interviewing and psychiatry: Use in
addiction treatment, risky drinking and routine practice. FOCUS 2011;9:42-54.
Available at
http://focus.psychiatryonline.org/data/Journals/FOCUS/4266/foc00111000042.pdf
Cole S, Davis C, Cole M, Gutnick D. Motivational interviewing and the patient-centered
medical home: A strategic approach to self-management support in primary care
(chapter) in Steidl J (ed). Transforming patient engagement: Health information
technology and the medical home. Patient-centered primary care collaborative,
2010. Available at http://www.pcpcc.net/files/pep-report.pdf
Video
Annotated video demonstrating the three core questions and two of the ﬁve skills of
BAP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0n-f6qyG54&feature=youtu.be
Experience using BAP in a busy internist practice:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z65EppMfHk
Training Resources and Tools
Centre for Comprehensive Motivational Interventions web site: http://www.centrecmi.ca/
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Appendix
This scenario illustrates how a clinician might guide a patient toward an action plan
using Brief Action Planning. The steps BAP that correlate to the dialogue are indicated
in brackets.
Case Scenario
Ms. Simon is a 57 year old woman with hypertension. Recently her blood pressure (BP)
has been poorly controlled and her primary care provider, Dr. James, suspects that
adherence to her medications may be an issue. Ms. Simon also suffers from
depression. In this scenario, Dr. James works with Ms. Simon using Brief Action
Planning as a form of self-management support to help Ms. Simon manage her
depression. Judy, Dr. James’ nurse, provides additional support and follow-up. During
the preceding conversation, it has been established that Ms. Simon sometimes gets so
down that she doesn’t bother to take her BP medicine. She recognizes that her
depression is having an undesired impact on her health and agrees that she would be
open to making some changes.
Dr. James: In my experience, patients who actively try to improve their depression often
have success and get better more quickly. Is there a plan you would like to make about
your depression in the next week or two? [Question 1 of BAP, modiﬁed to incorporate
the agreed focus on depression.]
Ms. Simon: I am not sure what you mean by a plan for my depression.
Dr. James: OK, Let me clarify. Would it be ok if I shared with you some examples about
what other patients have done to improve their depression? [Skill 1: Offer a behavioral
menu, asking permission to share ideas.]
Ms. Simon: Yes, of course.
Dr. James: Some of the patients I work with incorporate physical activity into their
routines. Others plan to do something that they enjoy: like being in nature, or spending
time connecting with an old friend either on the phone or in person. Some start up a
hobby again, like gardening. [Skill 1: Offer a behavioral menu, share several ideas.]
Dr. James: Do any of these ideas seem like something that would work for you or
perhaps something else that is important to you comes to mind? [Skill 1: Offer a
behavioral menu; ask if any of these ideas or something else might work.]
Ms. Simon: Oh, I see what you mean. Well, I used to really enjoy knitting and haven’t
picked it up in a long while. I used to carry my knitting everywhere. Why, I even knit this
sweater I’m wearing right now. I used to be quite the knitter.
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Dr. James: Would you like to make a plan around knitting?
Ms. Simon: Yes.
Dr. James: OK, what would you like to plan to do? [Skill 2: SMART Behavioral
Planning]
Ms. Simon: Well…I started knitting a hat and scarf for my husband around a year ago
and then put it down when things got bad and I never picked it up again. I just didn’t feel
like doing anything. I guess I can pick it up and ﬁnish it.
Dr. James: When would you start this? [SMART Planning]
Ms. Simon: Well, I can start tomorrow morning.
Dr. James: And how long will you knit for? [SMART Planning]
Ms. Simon: I can knit on my way to and from work on the bus. So I guess that will be
about an hour each day. I see other people knit on the bus.
Dr. James: Would you do it every day? [SMART Planning]
Ms. Simon: Well, weekends are too busy. I have a second job on Saturdays and drive
to work so that wouldn’t work, but weekdays should work.
Dr. James: Just so that we are both clear on the plan, can you repeat your whole plan
back to me? [Skill 3: Elicitation of Commitment Statement]
Ms. Simon: OK. Starting tomorrow, I will knit on the bus on my way to and from work
and aim to ﬁnish my husband’s hat and scarf by his birthday next month. He will be
surprised that I made him something. It’s been so long since I knitted.
Dr. James: That sounds like something that is important for you. How conﬁdent or sure
are you on a scale of 0 to 10 that you will be successful with your plan? [Question 2 of
BAP]
Ms. Simon: Oh…I guess in the middle. Maybe a 5.
Dr. James: A 5 shows conﬁdence and is a lot higher than a 0. People who have a
conﬁdence level of 7 or above are more likely to have success. Is there anything you
can think of that might move your conﬁdence from a 5 to a 7? [Skill 4: Problem Solving
for Low Conﬁdence]
Ms. Simon: Well, the truth is, I am not sure where I put the project that I started last
year. I haven’t seen if for a while. Maybe I won’t be able to ﬁnd it anywhere. If I can’t ﬁnd
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it when I get home tonight, I guess I could get more yarn and start a new one. There’s a
new yarn shop near my house and I’ve not gone there yet.
Dr. James: That sounds like an excellent idea. Can you please tell me back your new
plan? [Skill 3: Elicitation of Commitment Statement]
Ms. Simon: OK. I will go home and look for the knitting I started last year. If I can’t ﬁnd
it, I will go out and get some more yarn and start a new hat and scarf on the bus on my
way to work tomorrow.
Dr. James: And how conﬁdent are you now, with this change in your plan? [Question 2:
Scaling for Conﬁdence]
Ms. Simon: Oh. Now I am a 9.
Dr. James: That’s great. Would you like to set a speciﬁc time to check back in so we
can review how things have been going with the plan? [Question 3 of BAP]
Ms. Simon: Well, I am going to be back here next week to see your nurse Judy. How
about I speak to Judy about it next Tuesday when I come to get my blood pressure
checked?
Dr. James: That sounds like a great idea. I will ﬁll Judy in about your plan.
Follow-up one week later at the BP check with the nurse:
Nurse Judy: Hello, Ms. Simon. Your blood pressure is good today, it’s 130/78. Dr.
James also asked me to check in with you about how your knitting plan went. [Skill 5:
Follow up, assessing results]
Ms. Simon: Oh yes, well, it didn’t go so well. I went home and actually found my knitting
and put it in my bag. On Wednesday I knit both ways on the bus to and from work, but
Thursday the bus was crowded and I didn’t have a seat, and the same thing happened
on Friday.
Nurse Judy: So it sounds like you had some success up front and then things
happened that made it difficult. You got a great start on your plan and that’s good. [Skill
5: Follow up, recognizing partial success]
Ms. Simon: It did feel good to get started on the knitting. I really enjoyed knitting again
and felt like I really accomplished something that one day. I haven’t felt that way for
quite a while. My husband will be so surprised.
Nurse Judy: So what would you like to do next? [Skill 5: Follow up, open-ended
question to ask about next steps]
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Ms. Simon: I want to continue knitting on the bus when I get a seat, but maybe I can set
some time aside to knit in the evening on the days that I don’t commute to work when
my husband is out. I don’t want him to know what I’m doing. Or maybe I can knit on my
lunch break at work.
The nurse continues with Skill 3, SMART planning and completes a revised BAP with
Ms. Simon.
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MI Video and Audio
1) Ineffective versus Effective Physician Encounter:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80XyNE89eCs&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URiKA7CKtfc&feature=plcp
2) Ineffective versus Effective Pharmacy Encounter:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmvAR6K1TQ&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UU63mfNnD4&feature=plcp
3) Ineffective versus Effective Dental Encounter:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xrEaFPbYC8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8QSA_5PEFM&feature=plcp
4) Empathy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDDWvj_q-o8&feature=youtu.be
5) Why is brief MI the foundation for patient-centered effective care?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwctPFfyG8M
6) This particular website has some sound bites with success stories, etc.
surrounding MI. There’s a particular one about Discharge planning- (which
continues to be a target of focus for our networks/program) and the sound bite
talks about using MI approach vs. the directive approach for a frequent ED
utilizer. The reason this sort of “stuck” out as maybe something to use is thinking
about that change or shift in culture (for our networks from the top down) that we
have (in that we know what needs to happen/be put in place for folks not to
continue over utilizing these services, but we may not be approaching it as much
as we could be in the collaborative efforts with patients (i.e., what do they
need?)
http://www.centerforebp.case.edu/resources/tools/the-spirit-of-mi
7) Mr. Smith’s Smoking Evolution – true story from a primary care provider
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z65EppMfHk
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Motivational Interviewing Training for New Trainers:
http://www.motivationalinterview.org/Documents/TNT_Manual_Nov_08.pdf



Also see www.motivationalinterview.org
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MI Checklist – Am I Doing This Right?
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